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This paper reviews the best known techniques using circular dichroism spectroscopy such as conventional circular dichroism (i.e. electronic circular dichroism), magnetic circular dichroisms (magnetic vibrational circular dichroism, x-ray magnetic circular dichroism), fluorescence detected circular dichroism, near-infrared circular dichroism, vibrational circular dichroism, Fourier transform infrared circular dichroism, high pressure liquid chromatography circular dichroism, stopped-flow circular dichroism, and synchrotron radiation circular dichroism. Also, we have described here the most important applications of circular dichroism spectroscopy in structural biochemistry and nanoscience.
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Some biomolecules possess molecular asymmetry, that is, their mirror images are not identical. Such molecules are named to be chiral (1). One of the most well-known examples is a carbon atom that is tetrahedrally bonded to four different atoms or groups of atoms. Biomacromolecules also show chirality. For example, the α-helix, the most common helix in proteins, is wound in a right-hand sense. Although most polynucleotides are wound in a right-hand sense, helices that wind in a left-hand sense also exist (2).

The interaction of a chiral molecule with polarized light (Figure 1) is very specific and has proved to be an important method for characterizing both small molecule and macromolecular structures (3). Essentially, one type of measurements commonly made to determine the effects of polarized light on asymmetric molecules is circular dichroism (CD) (1), which is defined as the difference in absorption of left-hand and right-hand circularly polarized light with optically active compounds.

These effects are relatively small but can be measured readily with modern instrumentation. Hence, measurement of circular dichroism gives detailed structural and enantiomeric information on proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, pharmaceuticals, liquid crystals, etc. (3). For example, the conversion of simple peptides into the destrucive fibrils in some disorders such as Alzheimer disease can be followed using CD (4,5).

In last decades, there have been encountered various developments in CD-based techniques to improve the molecular measurements of biological structures (6). The best known of them are conventional CD/electronic circular dichroism (ECD), magnetic CDs (MCD, magnetic vibrational circular dichroism (MVCD), XMCD), fluorescence detected CD (FDCD), near-infrared CD (NIR-CD), vibrational CDs (VCD, FTIR-VCD), HPLC-CD, stopped-flow CD, and synchrotron radiation CD (SRCD). In this review, various kinds of CD-spectroscopy techniques and their applications in biological studies and nanostructural analyses have been discussed.

Circular Dichroism

Description

Dichroism is often expressed as the property possessed by some materials of absorbing light to different extents dependent upon...
the polarization form of the incident beam. Where the absorption of light circularly polarized in one direction (right-handed) is different from the absorption of the light circularly polarized in the opposite direction (left handed), the material is said to exhibit circular dichroism (Figure 2) (1,2,7–9).

When the light is circularly polarized, a secondary absorbance component arises from circular dichroism. The secondary absorbance component is measured by switching between left and right circularly polarized (RCP) light, and measuring the resulting difference in absorbance (2,7).

Any conformational changes in the structure of macromolecules could be assessed using circular dichroism. As a consequent, unfolding of biomolecules (such as proteins, nucleic acids, glycosides, etc.) is measured as a change in circular dichroism (CD) spectra, and serves to give a measure of the relative quantities of changes have been made in the components. As for absorption spectra, as is known in the art for example, native proteins have a characteristic CD spectra, with small changes unique to each particular protein (3,9). The shape of the spectra curve, as well as the positive maxima and negative maxima, provide information about the protein. Thus, for example, peaks present in the 200–250 nm wavelength (‘far-UV’) range are generally a w-shaped spectra with troughs around 222 and 208 being indicative of the presence of α-helical structures, and a v-shaped spectra with a trough around 217–220 nm being indicative of β-sheet structures. However, the accuracies have been reported for CD are 97% for helices, 75% for beta sheet, 50% for turns, and 89% for other secondary structures, respectively (10). Scans in the ‘near-UV’ range, i.e. 250–300 nm, give information about tertiary structure. Other parts of the spectrum, as around 410 nm for haeme proteins, may yield structural information as well (11).

The main unit has been defined for circular dichroism is ‘ellipticity’, which is described as the tangent of the ratio of the minor to major elliptical axis. In the other word, the occurrence of ellipticity is called circular dichroism (1). According to the literature, for reporting the CD of a sample, mean residue ellipticity (degree cm$^2$ dmol$^{-1}$) and molar circular dichroism or delta epsilon (L mol$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$) are common (2).

As we describe in the following modes, applications of CD spectroscopy could be categorized in various regions of biological studies such as: (i) conformational assessments of proteins and nucleic acids; (ii) determination of the thermodynamics of folding and unfolding of biomolecules; (iii) interactional studies of asymmetric biomolecules (e.g. protein–protein interactions, protein–DNA interactions, protein–ligand interactions, and DNA–ligand interactions); and (iv) kinetics of folding and unfolding of macromolecules.

**Protein analyses**

**Determination of protein secondary structure**

Protein secondary structure can be determined by CD spectroscopy in the ‘far-UV’ spectral region (190–250 nm). At these wavelengths, the chromophore is the peptide bond, and the signal arises when it is located in a regular, folded environment (11). The weakest energy transition in the peptide chromophore is an n → π*$ transition observed at 210–220 nm, which involves non-bonding electrons of
O of the carbonyl. However, the strongest energy one is an absorption band centred at 190 nm because of a transition involved the \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transition from the \( \pi \) electrons of the carbonyl (1,2). Hence, the intensity of the transitions depends on the \( \Phi \) and \( \Psi \) torsion angles. The \( \alpha \)-helix, \( \beta \)-sheet, and random coil structures each give rise to a characteristic shape and magnitude of CD spectrum (Figure 3) (12).

For revealing any secondary structure in proteins, there are particular characteristics for CD spectra. As determined, far-UV-CD of random coil is positive at 212 nm (\( n \rightarrow \pi^* \)) and negative at 195 nm (\( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \)). Far-UV-CD of \( \beta \)-sheet is negative at 218 nm (\( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \)) and positive at 196 nm (\( n \rightarrow \pi^* \)). For \( \alpha \)-helix, the exciton coupling of the \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transitions leads to positive (\( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \)) perpendicular at 192 nm, negative (\( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \)) parallel at 208 nm, and negative at 222 nm is red shifted (\( n \rightarrow \pi^* \)), respectively (10,12). The approximate fraction of each secondary structure type that is present in any protein can thus be determined by analysing its far-UV CD spectrum as a sum of fractional multiples of such reference spectra for each structural type. Although CD spectra reflect an average of the whole molecules (e.g. 50% of a protein contains beta-sheet), the technique is not powerful to determine which specific residues are participated in the portion (2,12).

Technically, far-UV CD spectra require 20–200 \( \mu \)L of solution containing 1 mg/mL to 50 \( \mu \)g/mL protein, in any buffer which does not have a high absorbance in this region of the spectrum (such as high concentrations of dithiothreitol, histidine, or imidazole, for example, cannot be used in the far-UV region) (12,13).

**Information about protein tertiary structure**

The CD spectrum of a protein in the ‘near-UV’ spectral region (250–320 nm) can be sensitive to certain aspects of tertiary structure (Figure 4). At these wavelengths, the chromophores are the aromatic amino acids and disulfide bonds, and the CD signals they produce are sensitive to the overall tertiary structure of the protein (12).

Aromatics have allowed \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transitions that are directed in the plane of the \( \pi \)-bonding system and are orthogonal to each other (13). Signals in the region from 255–270 nm are attributable to phenyl group of phenylalanine residues, whereas signals from 275–285 nm are attributable to phenolic group of tyrosine, and those from 285–305 nm are attributable to indole group of tryptophan. Disulfide bonds give rise to broad weak signals throughout the near-UV spectrum with no vibronic structure (12–15).

The near-UV CD spectrum can be sensitive to small changes in tertiary structure due to protein–protein interactions and/or changes in solvent conditions (15). The signal strength in the near-UV CD region is much weaker than that in the far-UV CD region. Near-UV CD spectra require about 1 mL of protein solution with an optical density at 280 nm of 0.5–1 (which corresponds to 0.5 to 1 mg/mL for most proteins) (13–15).

**Demonstrating comparability of conformation**

Often it is necessary to demonstrate that a modification on a protein have equivalent conformations (Figure 5) to do its function properly. For example, after a modification (chemically/genetically) on specific protein, CD can be a good technique for comparison between native and modified forms (16–18).
For instance, it was indicated that the expression of an active mutant luciferase (rLuc (Arg)) under the same condition as the native form (rLuc) suggests formation and refolding of a properly folded luciferase without aggregation, which has been confirmed by CD (Figure 5) (16).

**Thermal stability**

Thermal stability is assessed using CD by following changes in the spectrum with increasing temperature (Figure 6) (11). In some cases, the entire spectrum in the far- or near-UV CD region can be followed at a number of temperatures. Alternatively, a single wavelength can be chosen which monitors some specific feature of the protein structure, and the signal at that wavelength is then recorded continuously as the temperature is raised. CD is often used to assess the degree to which solution pH, buffers, and additives such as sugars, amino acids or salts alter the thermal stability (19,20).

Many proteins aggregate or precipitate quickly after they are unfolded (‘melted’), making unfolding irreversible. The reversibility of the unfolding reaction can be assessed by cooling the sample and then heating again to see if the unfolding reaction is duplicated (11). Finding solvent conditions that make unfolding reversible may be actually more important for long-term stability (shelf-life) than raising the melting temperature. If the melting is fully reversible, the melting temperature is directly related to conformational stability, and the thermodynamics of protein folding can be extracted from the CD data (12). If the protein precipitates or aggregates as it is unfolded, the melting reaction will be irreversible, and the melting temperature will reflect the kinetics of aggregation and the solubility of the unfolded form of the molecule as well as the intrinsic conformational stability. The cooperativity of the unfolding reaction is measured qualitatively by the width and shape of the unfolding transition (13). A highly cooperative unfolding reaction indicates that the protein existed initially as a compact, well-folded structure, while a very gradual, non-cooperative melting reaction indicates that the protein existed initially as a very flexible, partially unfolded protein or as a heterogeneous population of folded structures (11,12).

**Melting of secondary structure**

By following changes over the entire far-UV CD region, it can be determined whether at high temperatures the protein is losing all of its secondary structure, loses only a portion of its secondary structure, or simply undergoes conformational change involving a change in secondary structure (Figure 7) (21,22). Occasionally, the unfolded form of a protein will possess a defined, but totally different secondary structure than the native form (12,13).

**Melting of tertiary structure**

Changes in tertiary structure can be followed by monitoring changes in the near-UV CD region. Such studies will reveal whether the melting of a protein occurs in a
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**Figure 5:** Far-UV CD spectra for native luciferase (rLuc) and mutant luciferase (rLuc (Arg)). The data are adapted from Kh. Tafreshi et al. (16).

**Figure 6:** Schematic illustration of thermal scans done for the same protein (BAA) in two different buffers. CD at 222 nm exhibited by BAA at various temperatures in Tris buffer in (thick line) absence and (thin line) presence of 10 mM CaCl₂. In the absence and presence of Ca²⁺, the Tₘ values of BAA were 71.7 and 80 °C, respectively. Data are adapted from Hassan Sajedi et al. (19).

**Figure 7:** Melting profiles of native (N) and mutant (M) luciferase. Spectra were taken at 25–70 °C by far-UV CD in phosphate buffer (0.95 M, pH 7.0). Data are adapted from Riahi Madvar et al. (21).
single-step reaction (with concurrent loss of both secondary and tertiary structure), or in a two-step reaction (13,15).

For instance, melting curves for barnase as the CD versus temperature in the far-(194 nm) and near-UV (280 nm) at pH 5.5 and 2.4 (Figure 8) indicated the steep decrease in CD at 194 nm with rising temperature is due to cooperative melting of secondary structure, and the decrease in CD at 280 nm indicated loss of tertiary structure. The congruence of the 194 and 280 nm melting curves confirmed that the alterations in secondary and tertiary structures are concurrent (23).

Melting of protein complexes The effect of forming a protein–protein complex (e.g. ligand/receptor, antigen–antibody, or dimers/polymers) on the thermal stability of the individual proteins in the complex can also be determined (Figure 9) (24). This works best if the individual proteins have CD spectra which are quite different from each other, such that changes at specific wavelengths can be monitored to follow changes in the corresponding protein. In such cases, it is possible to determine whether there is an increase in stability of one or both of the proteins following complex formation (25).

The thermal unfolding of monomer and dimer of lysozyme at pH 2 (Figure 9) indicated the monomer transition was sigmoidal with a midpoint Tm (about 52°C), but in the dimer form the thermal unfolding was not sigmoidal, and its stability has been changed (24).

Detection of molten globule-like structure of proteins Molten globule is a stable, partially folded protein state found in mildly denaturing conditions such as low pH, mild denaturant or high temperature (26). Molten globules are collapsed and generally have some native-like secondary structure but a dynamic tertiary structure as seen by far and near circular dichroism spectroscopy, respectively (27–31). These traits are similar to those observed in the transient intermediate states found during the folding of certain proteins, especially globular proteins that undergo hydrophobic collapse, and therefore the term ‘molten globule’ is also used to refer to certain protein folding intermediates corresponding to the narrowing region of the folding funnel higher in energy than the native state but lower than the denatured state. The molten globule ensembles sampled during protein folding and unfolding are thought to be roughly similar (32).

The experimental studies of the folding intermediates of various globular proteins have demonstrated that the molten globule is a real productive intermediate of folding (33). The structural characteristics of the molten globule state are apparent and common among different proteins, and indicate that the state is structurally intermediate between the native and the fully unfolded state (34).

Comparisons between the CD spectra in near-UV and Far-UV regions of a protein could clarify how modifications affected its structure (Figure 10). For example, the transition to the molten globule state has been shown to be accompanied by loss of tertiary interactions whereas most of the secondary structure is preserved. This is manifested by the disappearance of the CD bands in the near-UV region and the virtually unchanged CD spectrum in the far-UV region (31,35,36). As a consequent, if a protein retains secondary structure but no defined three-dimensional structure (e.g. an incorrectly folded or 'molten-globule' structure), the signals in the near-UV region will be nearly zero (31). On the other hand, the presence of
significant near-UV signals is a good indication that the protein is folded into a well-defined structure.

**Biophysical analyses of cell-penetrating peptides**

Cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) are peptides with the capacity to translocate across the plasma membrane of mammalian cells (37). These biological macromolecules have created a new horizon in biomedical research to obtain most efficient ways to carry substantial cargoes such as peptides (38,39), proteins (40), plasmid DNA (41), oligonucleotides (42), peptide nucleic acids (PNA) (43,44), and even nanoparticles (45) or liposomes (46) across the plasma membrane into cellular compartments. Circular dichroism allows a quick estimation of secondary structures of cell-penetrating peptides and is well suited for following changes in their secondary structures dependent on peptide concentration, pH, buffer, and on the nature and composition of the lipid (47).

For instance, the presence of the polyproline II (PPII) secondary structure in a Pro-rich peptide (as a CPP) can be easily assessed by circular dichroism (48,49). The PPII spectrum presents a weak positive band at 228 nm and a strong negative band at 203 nm. Because of the weakness of the positive band, it is only observed when working at low temperatures (Figure 11, inset). When rising the temperature, the peptide PPII structure becomes more flexible, causing a decrease in the intensity of both bands (Figure 11) (48).

Similarly, the secondary structure of penetratin (as a CPP) has been determined in a number of studies under various conditions. As a general trend, penetratin is mainly unstructured in buffer (occasionally with a significant β-sheet contribution) and becomes α-helical in SDS micelles and neutral PC liposomes, whereas negatively charged liposomes induced β-sheet formation (50–53). In another study (54), it was demonstrated that the α-helix to β-sheet transition occurred during vesicle aggregation and a subsequent transformation back to an α-helical conformation took place during the spontaneous disaggregation. Sequence modifications of penetratin in which one or two Trp were replaced by Phe had a propensity to adopt the β-sheet structure, while penetratin without this modification had a propensity for the α-helical form (53). In general, the secondary structure of penetratin appears to be highly dependent on various key factors, like type and charge of lipid, concentration, and peptide-to-lipid ratio. In contrast to penetratin, CD analyses shown that the secondary structure of transportan was less variable and independent of lipid charge density. Transportan displayed about 30% α-helicity in water and 50–60% in membrane model systems like SDS micelles (55), Dod-decylphosphocholine micelles (56), and large unilamellar vesicles (53).

**Nucleic acid analyses**

**Comparison between nucleosides and nucleotides**

Nucleotides are the main building blocks, which have been used in asymmetric structure of nucleic acids (RNA/DNA). The chiral sugars
of nucleosides have an intrinsic asymmetry and the interaction of the strong $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ transitions of the chromophoric bases with the higher energy in the sugars yield a circular dichroism of low intensity (57). In fact, circular dichroism of nucleic acids is mainly dependent on the stacking geometry of the bases. The difference in CD between a nucleoside, adenosine (A), and a dinucleoside phosphate, adenylyl-3'-5'-adenosine (ApA), is illustrated in Figure 12 (58,59).

Figures 12: CD spectra of adenylyl-3'-5'-adenosine (ApA) compared with adenosine (A). For both molecules, the spectra are given per mole of nucleoside. The spectra are for aqueous solutions at pH 7 and room temperature. The data are adapted from Warshaw and Cantor (58) and Bloomfield et al. (59).

CD of the dinucleoside phosphate per adenosine is about a factor of 10 larger than the CD of adenosine. In adenosine, the CD depends on the interaction of adenine with its ribose and phosphate groups; whereas in the dinucleoside phosphate, the CD is mainly originated from the chiral adenine–adenine interaction (58,59). The combination of positive and negative extrema on either side of 260 nm is called an exciton band; there is another exciton band at 215 nm. The positive signs (long wavelength component positive, short wavelength component negative) of these two bands indicate that the two adenines are forming a right-handed stack in ApA (58–60).

**Determination of nucleic acid conformations**

The circular dichroism spectra of A-RNA, A-DNA, B-DNA and Z-DNA in the 200–320 nm range are shown in Figure 13 (59,61–64). Both A-RNA and A-DNA have spectra that are similar in shape. The A-RNA has a maximum near 260 nm, a minimum near 210 nm, and a small negative CD between 290 and 300 nm. The A-DNA has a maximum at 270 nm, a minimum near 210 nm and zero CD at 300 nm and beyond (59,61). B-DNA has a conservative CD spectrum above 220 nm with approximately equal positive (275 nm) and negative (245 nm) components centred around 260 nm (59,62).

The B-DNA maximum has less than one-half the magnitude of the A-DNA maximum. Of course, the exact shapes and magnitudes of the CD spectra will depend on the base sequences, but the overall patterns will remain constant (59,64). The Z-DNA has a conservative spectrum above 240 nm with approximately equal negative (290 nm) and positive (260 nm) components centred around 280 nm (59,63).
Using vacuum CD has been shown that the right-handed nucleic acids (A-DNA, B-DNA, A-RNA) have an intense positive peak near 186 nm and negative CD below 180 nm; the left handed molecules (Z-DNA, Z-RNA) have an intense negative peak at 190–195 nm, a crossover at 184 nm, and a positive peak below 180 nm (59,64). Calculations of CD spectra for sequences other than those measured show that below 220-nm right-handed double helices have a positive CD couplet and left-handed duplexes have a negative couplet. Therefore, a good method to establish the sense of a duplex helix is to measure the circular dichroism in the wavelength range from 170 to 220 nm (59,64,65).

In summary, CD is most useful technique to compare DNA or RNA conformations and to detect changes when the solvent or temperature is changed. For example, a variety of changes in conditions (temperature, alcohol solvents, and high salt) have been found to cause decrease in a specific wavelength (i.e., 275 nm) (66–74). However, the assignment of the 'C-form' CD spectrum is crucial since it is often found for DNA in condensed or packaged systems. CD studies of bacteriophage (75,76), adenovirus (77), chromatin (78,79), and nucleosomes (80,81) all suggest that DNA adopts the structure represented by this spectrum under biological conditions (59).

Determination of nucleic acid–ligand interactions

DNA is an obvious target for drug intervention since disruption of its structure clearly will have significant biological implications. For instance, studies on the interaction of cationic porphyrins (as a ligand) and their derivatives with DNA have received interest in recent years (82,83). Particularly, porphyrins have been reported from the viewpoint of their use in photodynamic therapy of cancer cells (84), DNA cleavers (85,86) and as drugs to treat some infectious diseases such as AIDS (87).

The negatively charged phosphate groups along the backbone structure of DNA can bind small molecules through electrostatic interactions, but the major sites of drug binding in double-stranded DNA are the major and minor grooves in the double helical structure and intercalation between the bases (1,88). Many of the drugs used contain aromatic rings, and for instance of such binding, we consider the interaction of DNA with acridine orange, even though acridine orange is not actually a drug (1,88). It is not optically active by itself, but binding to DNA induces optical activity into the molecule. This is because, binding causes the electronic energy states of achiral acridine orange to be coupled with the electronic energy states of chiral DNA. Induced optical activity is quite common when achiral small molecules bind to chiral macromolecules. The CD spectra of acridine orange bound to DNA are shown in Figure 14 for various ratios of (bound dye)/DNA (1,88).

Negative value of \( \Delta \epsilon \) is observed at very low values of (bound dye)/acridine orange, but as this ratio increases, a large positive band develops (1,88). At the highest ratio shown, both strong negative and positive bands are observed. A molecular interpretation of these results has been developed. At very low concentrations of acridine orange, the binding is through intercalation between the bases, with the acridine orange ring structure parallel to the bases (1,88). This produces a negative induced circular dichroism with a minimum \( \Delta \epsilon \) of about -8/M/cm. As the concentration of the ligand increases, the dye binds to the groove which induces a positive CD with a maximum value of about 30/M/cm. These two induced CD signals are enhanced at higher dye concentrations due to interactions between the electronic energy levels of the bound dye molecules (1,88). This example demonstrates the exquisite sensitivity of the CD spectrum to the nature of the binding process and to the secondary structure of the DNA. Studies with many different types of ligands have been carried out (89,90).

Nanostructural analyses

Conformational study of biomolecules upon interacting with nanoparticles

Determining the conformational behaviour of adsorbed biomolecules on a nanoparticles surface using CD deserves some attention (91). Although from a CD spectrum it is not possible to determine exactly whether a biomolecule retains its bioactivity, the degree of protein or nucleic acid denaturing can be estimated by comparing the CD spectra of the native and the surface immobilized one (92). For example, Using CD, Plasma proteins [such as bovine serum albumin (BSA) and human plasma fibrinogen (FNG)] adsorption on various
nanopolymer surfaces was studied and demonstrated that the α-helical contents of BSA and FNG decreased on poly (2-methoxy-ethylacrylate) (PMEA), PHEMA, and poly(2-ethylhexylacrylate) (PEHA) compared with native BSA and native FNG (92). Consequently, the contents of secondary structures could be analysed quantitatively based on the CD spectra and it was obvious that α-helical contents of native BSA, BSA adsorbed onto the surface of PMEA, PHEMA, and PEHA were 51%, 37%, 15% and 8%, respectively (93).

Similarly, the conformational change of DNA upon interacting with the functionalized nanoparticles has been determined using CD (94,95). As defined, mixed monolayer-functionalized gold nanoparticles present a promising structure for the development of DNA-regulating molecules (96), and have already been shown to be highly effective transfection vectors (96). Some studies revealed that quaternary ammonium-functionalized nanoparticles change the CD signal of DNA to a substantial extent (97). For instance, the amine-terminated cationic nanoparticles (such as NP_L-Phe) denature the DNA secondary structure (Figure 15A), as indicated by the decrease in ellipticity at 280 nm upon addition of nanoparticles (94).

In case of nanoparticles with hydrophobic side chains, CD spectra of the aromatic side chains (i.e. NP_L-Trp and NP_L-Phe) demonstrate more effective unwinding of the DNA strand in comparison to the aliphatic side chains (i.e. NP_L-Leu; Figure 15B) (94). This enhanced unwinding arises most likely from π–π stacking of the aromatic rings on the side chains with DNA bases (98). For nanoparticles with hydrophilic side chains, NP_L-L-Arg perturbs the DNA structure more than NP_L-Lys (Figure 15C) (94). This effect can be attributed to the possibility of stable hydrogen bonding between the guanine moiety of arginine and interior DNA bases (94,99).

**Information about nanocarriers**

CD studies are usual for characterizing of nanocarriers as potential gene/drug delivery devices in nanomedicine and their interactions with biomolecules and drugs have attracted considerable attention in recent studies (100–103). Not only CD often allows one to obtain structural information on the assembled structure of nanocarriers, but also, the CD spectra can predict the efficiency of such nanomaterials in packaging a gene-construct for delivery to a host cell. In addition, conformation analysis of a DNA, before (or after) packaging in a nanocarrier can be monitored by CD (104–108).

When a single chiral group such as aminophenyl propanediol (109) or binaphthyl (110) is located at the core of PbZE dendrimers, the CD data affords information about the variation of the dihedral angle θ in the binaphthyl (111). For fully chiral dendrimers, the chir-optical properties of two series of chiral polyarylether dendrimers from generation 0 to 3 (112) and of dendrimers based on dihydroxy-pyrrolidine (113) show that the CD spectra change dramatically, indicating conformational substructures in the branches.

The variations in the CD spectra of calf thymus- and linear DNA clearly indicated a transition from B- to A-DNA when exposed to low levels (< 10 μg μL⁻¹ solvent) of dendrosomes (Den123; self-organized from amphipathic monomers) (105,113). However, the CD spectral variations in calf thymus- and linear DNA shown a mild

**Figure 15:** Circular dichroism spectra of 37-mer double-stranded DNA (0.25 μM) in 5 mM AcOH/NaOH buffer (pH 5.0). (A) Decrease in ellipticity at 280 nm (θ280) upon addition of cationic nanoparticles into DNA solution. Change in CD spectra of DNA by (B) hydrophobic nanoparticles and (C) hydrophilic nanoparticles (NP 0.6 μM). The data are adapted from Ghosh et al. (94).
transition from B- to A-DNA (intermediate between A and B-DNA structures) when exposed to higher levels of Den123 (more than 10 molar solvent) (105). (Figure 16). CD analyses indicate that DNA is present in the inter-lamellar water space as the DNA is present in the C form as opposed to the more usual B form. A similar change in the conformation of DNA (from B to the C form) was observed upon the entrapment and condensation of DNA into reverse nano-sized micelles formed by non-ionic surfactant (114). If the DNA was present in the central aqueous space, it might be expected that the CD would be largely unchanged from that of the B-form (Figure 17) (115). These changes suggest an alteration in DNA conformation when encapsulated in the vesicles. Similar changes in the CD spectra are observed for DNA encapsulated in vesicles prepared using dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine and DMPC (114).

Figure 16: A CD spectra of calf thymus DNA and its admixtures with Den123 (a self-assembled amphipath) at low level of the latter; (1) DNA alone, (2) Den/DNA:1/17, (3) Den/DNA:1/10, (4) Den/DNA:1/5, (5) Den/DNA:1/1, (6) Den/DNA:5/1. (B) CD spectra of calf thymus DNA and its admixture with Den123 at a high level of the latter; (1) DNA alone, (2) Den/DNA:1/17, (3) Den/DNA:1/10, (4) Den/DNA:1/5, (5) Den/DNA:1/1. The data are adapted from Sadeghizadeh et al. (105).

Figure 17: The CD spectrum of free calf thymus DNA in water (present in its usual B-form) is shown in two concentrations, namely 0.01 and 0.025 mg/mL. A significant left shift in the DNA spectrum was observed when the DNA was encapsulated in nanovesicles. The wavelength when the CD recorded changes from being positive to negative shifted from 260 nm for calf thymus DNA in solution to 253 nm for DNA encapsulated in DSPC vesicles. The ratio of the maximum positive to negative CD absorbance for the DNA inside the vesicles was 3.87 compared with 1.1 for calf thymus DNA in solution. The data are adapted from Kudsiova et al. (115).

Analysis of DNA biofunctions on nanoparticles

Fabrication of nanowires is showing great potential for future nanodevices (116). In this way, magnetic nanowires are of interest for memory storage devices (117), and metallic nanowires have a high prospective in biosensors (118). Since it is essential to find cost-efficient controlled fabrication processes for these nanostructures (118), a promising way is the utilization of biomolecules at the nano-scale. However, the interaction between biomolecules and nanoparticles has not been known, clearly. Understanding the manipulation of biomolecules will allow controlling the fabrication method of nanowire templating, better. It was demonstrated that DNA has desired properties for templating metal structures (119). Also, it has been shown that DNA can be used for the assembly of magnetic and metallic nanoparticles, creating DNA template nanowires (120). With the use of restriction endonucleases and DNA ligase, it was demonstrated using gel experiments that DNA template nanowires can be clipped at specific sequences and ligated back together (120). In such studies, circular dichroism can be used to examine the mechanism of endonuclease clipping and ligation of the DNA template nanowires (121). For example, enzymatic manipulation of the DNA template for magnetic and metallic nanowires was explored through CD (Figure 18) (122,123).

It was shown at a 1:1 DNA:nanoparticle (NP) ratio, the digested and ligated DNA templates were able to maintain the B-form DNA structure for both metallic and magnetic NP. Also, at NP concentrations >1:5 DNA:NP, CD displayed denaturation and inhibited enzymatic activity (123). Consequently, these phenomena shown that at
The most important use of MCD spectra in the UV–vis–near-IR region is to assist the interpretation of electronic spectra and provide experimentally based information about the electronic states involved in the observed transitions (124,126). This requires the companion use of absorption spectra, ideally obtained simultaneously and under the same experimental conditions as the MCD spectra. MCD analyses without the companion absorption spectrum can provide nothing more than a fingerprint measurement for the system under experiment (124,126).

In MCD, the sample is placed in a longitudinal magnetic field (i.e. coincident with light propagation axis). It is actually an application of the well-known Faraday effect, the magnetic field induces optical activity in any sort of samples. Magnetic CD is a consequence of the interaction of electronic energy levels with the magnetic field and shows up only when absorption of light occurs (124,125).

As the most extensive applications, electronic and magnetic properties of metalloproteins and inorganic complexes have been studied by MCD (127). There are various studies in the literature have been made on iron-sulphur proteins (128), porphyrins and haeme proteins (129,130), copper, rare earth, cobalt and non-haeme iron bioinorganic systems (131), and non-haeme ferrous enzymes (132) using this technique. Both excited- and ground-state information and a more powerful probe of the coordination geometry and structure of metal chromophores have been provided by employing MCD (127).

Magnetic CD has also been observed for vibrational or rotation–vibrational excitations in the infrared (MVCD) and for magnetic core to valence level absorption edges in the X-ray region (XMCD). It is obvious that the experimental setup for these measurements must be appropriate to the spectral region involved, and therefore, the necessary apparatus will depend upon the wavelength of the light used for the measurement. Infrared or X-ray polarizers and optics are quite different from than those used in the UV-Vis region (124,125).

For XMCD particularly, intense X-ray photon sources are required, which means proximity to synchrotron laboratories is necessary for measurements. Nevertheless, the measured differential absorption between LCP and RCP light by a sample in a strong magnetic field oriented along the propagation direction is entirely analogous to measurements in the UV-Vis, and the origin of MVCD and XMCD likewise results from the Zeeman interaction of the field with magnetic moments within the sample (124,125).

Magnetic vibrational circular dichroism has been developed largely by Keiderling et al., and it was applied initially to vibrational studies of molecules with high symmetries in the condensed phase (124,126). More recently, with improvements in instrumental methods for higher resolution, MVCD was used to study the molecular Zeeman effect (ZE) of rotationally resolved vibrations of small molecules in the gas phase. The infrared measurements necessitated the use of sources and detectors appropriate for the IR region and grid polarizers, lenses, and photo elastic modulator (PEM) elements that have high transmission in the IR (124,133). Since the range of measurement and resolution were greatly enhanced over dispersive...
Fluorescence detected circular dichroism

Fluorescence detected circular dichroism combines the structural sensitivity and chiral specificity of CD with the sensitivity and specificity of fluorescence (134,135). It consists in measuring the differential emission of light from a sample excited with LCP (left-circularly polarized) and RCP (right-circularly polarized) radiations, and is based on the assumption that the amount of light emitted depends exclusively on the amount absorbed; in other words, the excitation spectrum of the fluorophore parallels the absorption spectrum, and the molecular quantum yield is the same for both circularly polarized components (136). FDCD is then an indirect way of measuring a differential absorption (134,135). It is sensitive to both chiral and fluorescent molecules, and therefore is far more specific than standard transmission CD, because in principle the CD associated with a single fluorophoric molecule or moiety may be selectively extracted in the presence of many non-fluorescent chromophores. Moreover, similar to the higher sensitivity of fluorescence compared with absorption spectroscopy, the direct measurement of emitted radiation against a zero background renders FDCD more sensitive than conventional CD (137).

In FDCD, the difference in fluorescence intensity for left and RCP excitation is measured. In practice, the technique is very selective, because only fluorophores are detected (even in a multichromophoric molecule). Additionally, exciton coupled FDCD seems a very promising approach, since selectivity and sensitivity are highly enhanced (138,139).

Fluorescence detected circular dichroism helps in separating contributions from multi-component systems, and the quenching detection of chiral molecules also through multidimensional FDCD experiments (140). It could also be employed in numerous examples of mixtures of a fluorophoric probe and a chromophoric species, (i.e., a fluorescent dye associated with a biopolymer), or of a fluorophore inserted into a non-fluorescent chiral biomolecules such as proteins or nucleic acids (140). Fluorescence detected circular dichroism may be applied as a detection tool in chromatography, electrophoresis, and determination of enantiomeric excesses, whereas only a few other reports have provided data regarding FDCD sensitivity enhancement (139,140).

Using a fluorescence cuvette and placing at 90° a second photomultiplier tube with transfer optics, it is possible to collect CD and fluorescence from the sample, simultaneously. Emission signal should be filtered by a long-pass filter, or, alternatively, by an emission monochromator. In fact, the approach is getting today rather popular, mainly in applications requiring long thermal melting experiments to monitor conformational changes, since double information can be obtained, with limited hardware investment (140).

NIR-CD

Applications of circular dichroism in the near-infrared region (NIR) are quite rare, but not uncommon. Many metals linked with proteins and several chiral metal complexes may give CD active bands in the NIR region (NIR is starting from 700 nm up) (141,142). Conventional CD spectroscopies feature double prism monochromators for best efficiency in the far-UV (>-250 nm). Double prism monochromators have very low dispersion toward the NIR field, so the actual limit of standard units are around 1100 nm. This wavelength is also the practical NIR limit of red extended (S1) photomultiplier tubes and of Si diodes (141,142). The capability of NIR-CD has been employed by Eglinton et al. to show that both the oxidized and reduced states of cytochrome c oxidase (as a metalloprotein) contain electronic states in the NIR region. The spectra have revealed all of the new bands could be assigned with reasonable confidence to one or more of the metal centres in the protein. Consequently, it was clear this spectral region allows observation of the two hems α and α3 separately (143).

To approach the NIR further a different hardware is therefore necessary. Jasco’s J-730 was designed for this purpose (144,145), it features a filament source (halogen), a plane grating single monochromator, a linear polarizer, a conventional PEM and a liquid nitrogen cooled in Sb detector. But the most important difference is that a further light modulator (a chopper) must be inserted in the beam, since typical IR detectors would not operate with CD signals (141,142).

Vibrational circular dichroism

Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) is a spectroscopic technique, which uses circularly polarized light to provide information about a substance (146,147). An interesting feature of many substances is that they respond differently to incident light having different polarization, which they may absorb, reflect, and or transmit different amounts of differently polarized light. VCD technique is generally directed to determining the difference in absorption that a substance exhibits between right and LCP light (148). VCD measurements are particularly useful in the field of stereochemistry, i.e., the study of the shapes of molecules and the spatial arrangement of atoms therein (149). More particularly, VCD analyses are useful in the study of substances which contain chiral molecules (molecules having structures which cannot be superimposed on their mirror images; The concept of chirality is illustrated by a person’s right hand, which can be said to be chiral: it is a mirror image of their
left hand, but the hands cannot be superimposed no matter how one orients them relative to each other (150,151). For example, many substances, particularly biological substances, contain chiral molecules of opposite senses—that is, the molecules are mirror images of each other, in which case they are known as enantiomers or optical isomers. Each of the enantiomers may have different properties, in particular, different biological response (e.g. sugars are chiral molecules, and the human body can digest and use ‘right-handed’ sugars, but not their left-handed counterparts) (152). Since VCD spectral bands of enantiomers have opposite sign, VCD spectroscopy can allow one to differentiate between enantiomers, a result which is extremely useful in pharmaceutical and chemical fields. Similarly, one can determine how much of one enantiomer is present with respect to its twin, by looking at the spectrum of the mixture of enantiomers and comparing it to one of the pure enantiomers (since the difference will reflect how much the spectrum of one enantiomer attenuates the other) (148,149).

One of VCD-based technique has been improved using IR spectroscopy is FTIR (Fourier transform infrared)-VCD (146). As it was indicated, infrared absorption spectroscopy (IR) is the principal tool available for the study of molecular vibrations (147). Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) is the differential absorption of left and RCP infrared light by vibrating molecules. The two techniques were combined to create the spectroscopic measurement technique that will be described here, FTIR-VCD (153). FTIR-VCD is used to study the subtle differences in vibrational spectra that result from molecules that differ only in their three dimensional geometry. The technique has been shown to be particularly useful for the study of the conformational characteristics of biological macromolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids and smaller molecules like chiral pharmaceuticals (153).

In summary, the technique can be used in conjunction with calculations (i.e., density functional theory (DFT) calculations) to determine the absolute configuration (AC) of newly synthesized molecules, and can be used to determine enantiomeric purity in molecules whose AC is already known (151). However, if the molecules are enormously large, DFT calculations are impractical. Consequently, bio-molecules (e.g. proteins and nucleic acids) cannot be studied. If the molecule is enormously flexible, and the number of populated conformations is enormous, the prediction of its VCD spectrum becomes very time-consuming and less reliable. Therefore, VCD is not applicable to the determination of ACs. VCD is a practical technique for the majority of medium-sized organic molecules (151).

**HPLC- circular dichroism**

Presently, pharmaceutical, food and biotechnology companies are facing more and more problems producing enantiomERICally pure products. The companies have to verify and certify the purity of their products to meet the regulations that are getting more and more restrictive every day. A large investment is necessary for companies to build commercial-scale production processes for optically pure pharmaceuticals and intermediates. These processes are generally based on various methods such as catalytic asymmetric synthesis, biocatalytic resolution, diastereomeric crystallization, enantioselective absorption or combinations of these methods (154).

These processes must include facilities to verify and certify the optical purity of the intermediate and end products or of their metabolites at the laboratory level. For three last decades, HPLC has been the most preferred separation method in these industries (155). Chiral HPLC, both for analytical and preparative scale, is probably the easiest answer to these requests (156). Chiral HPLC separations have been booming through continues development and a growing number of new chiral stationary phases, by the use of chiral modifiers in the mobile phase or by precolumn derivatization with chiral reagents. As well-known enantiomers have the same chemical and physical properties and the only way to discriminate and quantify is their interactions with polarized light, so chiroptical HPLC detectors are the logical complement to any chiral separation (157,158). The tandem combination of chiral and mass-sensitive detectors is very valuable when chromatographic separation can only be partially achieved. This is probably the main appeal of modern chiral HPLC detectors: the possibility to reliably quantify enantiomeric purity without separation is indeed a dramatic advantage. So while these detectors may well be used with chiral columns to verify elution order or to measure (in circular dichroism) the spectra of the compounds, the main interest is to quantify optical purity when using non-chiral chromatographic conditions (159). The capabilities have been applied in several studies (160,161). For instance, Gergely and colleagues have reported the application of HPLC-CD instrument could provide the selective detection of chiral compounds, and subsequently it allowed the employment of high detection wavelengths, presenting more selective detection with minimal background noise (161).

Many important progresses have been achieved in the last few years and various chiral detectors are now commercially available. Jasco has pioneered this field and is today offering chiral detectors based on circular dichroism (e.g. Jasco model OR-2090 Chiral detector; http://www.jasco.co.uk/chiral.asp), which has the unique advantage to provide two different signals (CD and UV) simultaneously, the first proportional to the optical activity and the second related to the mass or amount of the sample compound (162). In addition to dedicated detectors also a conventional CD, equipped with a proper flow cell, can be profitably used for the application, providing chiral and mass information, simultaneously (162).

**Stopped-flow circular dichroism**

Combination of CD spectroscopies with high mixing speed stopped-flow devices is a well-known technique for fast kinetic measurements (12,163,164). Apart from obvious applications in the organic chemistry field, much interest is now going toward protein folding analyses. For example, Clarcke et al. have shown that stopped-flow synchrotron CD can give outstanding information on the kinetics of secondary structure formation. They demonstrated α-helix initiation in peptides is at least 10^6 times slower than expected and long α-helices can fold with an overshoot in helix content (165).

These measurements may be tasking because of multiple shots accumulation may be necessary to extract a valuable result (166). In addition to CD, an instrument equipped with a suitable stopped-flow cell may become the proper optical bench to collect simultaneously absorption and fluorescence data (167).
Proper integration between cell and spectrometer is the first prerequisite, but it is also essential to rely on suitable software to control at the same time both the units. More advanced stopped-flow cells feature today syringes (2, 3 or 4) controlled by stepping-motors, and the possibility to exchange easily the observation cell for different experiments. However, main application of stopped-flow CD is protein folding (166,167).

**Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism**

Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism is an emerging technique which offers significant improvements to the well-established method of conventional circular dichroism spectroscopy (168). Particularly, developments in instrumentation of CD using vacuum-ultraviolet synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (VUV-SRCD) have made CD a potentially powerful tool in proteomics (169). Using VUV-SRCD, the spectra can be taken at lower range of wavelengths relative to that of conventional CD-spectroscopies. These types of measurements allow us to elucidate finer details of secondary structures of proteins and determine all the predicted folds and motifs in protein secondary structures (170). As a consequence, it takes advantage of the high light flux available from synchrotron sources over a wide range of wavelengths, which results in higher signal-to-noise ratios and enables the collection of lower wavelength data than possible using xenon arc lamps that are typically the illumination source in conventional CDs (171). Therefore considerably smaller amounts of protein are required to obtain a spectrum of comparable quality, and smaller differences can be distinguished (172).

Additionally, averaging times, defined as the times taken at each wavelength to acquire a suitable signal, can be greatly reduced, thereby speeding up the process of obtaining a spectrum. This is advantageous not only for increasing the rate of data collection (useful for structural genomics projects which seek to examine a large number of proteins), but ultimately also for increasing the time resolution of stopped-flow experiments (165).

With SRCD it is possible to collect data <205 nm in almost any solvent and buffer commonly used in biological studies. Thus, this method should provide especially good improvements for assessing secondary structure in protein folding and unfolding studies. Although the technological advancements enabling these measurements were first demonstrated in two last decades (173), growth of applications in structural and functional genomics has been performed more recently (172). For example, applications of SRCD in secondary structure analyses (169), monitoring protein folding and kinetics (165), and drug investigation (169) have been introduced (174).

The applications of SRCD will mainly be divided to investigations of membrane proteins and in the pharmaceutical industry. Integral membrane proteins constitute an important class of proteins that is greatly under-represented in the databases of crystal structures (175). It has been estimated that about one-third of the proteins in the human genome may be membrane-associated, and at present nearly 60% of all drug targets are against membrane proteins. To date, CD studies of membrane proteins have been limited in the accuracy of their secondary structure determinations because none of the reference databases currently available include any membrane proteins, even though it is obvious that such proteins have different spectral characteristics from their soluble ones (176–178). Particularly, with its increased sensitivity and the potential for automation of data collection, SRCD could provide a regular assay for monitoring drug–target interactions (179). Additionally, SRCD is currently being used as a method for examining integrity of protein folding, and may assume an even greater role as more proteins are expressed in high yields as inclusion bodies, requiring refolding to regain their native structures. Indeed, SRCD could find a use as a standard reference method for assays of fidelity of folded products (175).

In summary, SRCD extends the measurements possible with conventional CD instruments, providing much higher information content and the ability to examine biological samples under a richer variety of conditions. On the other hand, the availability of the three-dimensional crystal structure of a protein causally associated with a disease is very valuable in understanding the molecular bases of the disease and in aiding the process of rational drug design for development of pharmaceuticals to treat the disease (180). Knowledge of how the native protein differs from the mutant protein is especially important for this process, although it is not always possible to obtain structures for the mutant proteins, perhaps due to differences in solubility or stability or other characteristics necessary for producing crystals. In this case, SRCD can be used to compare the native and mutant proteins in solution, and in combination with the native protein crystal structure and other biophysics and bioinformatics studies, provide information on the changes associated with the mutant that produces the diseased state (181).

**Conclusions**

Circular dichroism is a powerful technique for evaluating the conformation of polypeptides and proteins. It is now mature and can be used to tackle more complex problems than those given by the study of small chiral molecules. CD is now routinely used to study biological macromolecules (i.e., proteins, nucleic acids, etc.) and also provides useful structural information. Additionally, recent advances have made it possible to improve the time resolution of natural and magnetically induced CD spectral measurements from the millisecond to nanosecond and picosecond time regimes (182).

One of the goals of systems biology is to discover new emergent properties that may arise from the systemic view used by this discipline in order to understand better the entirety of processes that happen in a biological system (183). Hence, CD techniques would be useful to provide new information about the structural dynamics and electronic states of reaction intermediates (182).

As an analytical instrument, the technology can determine changes in secondary structure in a qualitative and even semi-quantitative fashion. Quantitative analysis of CD spectra for the amount of various secondary structural features is possible, but, as with any assay, the accuracy and proper interpretation of the results depends on an accurate understanding of the procedure.
Since 1970s there have been developed various types of circular dichroism, which their using could improve the structural analyses of a wide range of asymmetric and symmetric substances. On the other hand, from the theoretical view, in the last decades considerable progress has been made in calculating the optical rotation and CD spectra of macromolecules. The extension to larger systems seems highly desirable and should allow the obtaining of precise structural information for macromolecular systems. There are state-of-the-art CD-techniques may have current and future commercial applications in synchrotron end-station design, microfluidics, drug discovery, pharmacology and structural biology.

In conclusion, with the easy availability of a wide range of empirical algorithms for secondary structure calculations, new reference databases and other data analysis tools, CD-based techniques should prove to be even more valuable tools in structural biology.
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